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Learning Objectives

DATEIT™

By the end of this module you will be able to:

1. Identify the different label adhesives and their uses

2. Identify different label styles

3. Up-sell complementary products

4. Easily assess a restaurant’s label needs by knowing how they  
 currently monitor prepped food
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Dissolving: Labels dissolve without leaving any residue
 KEY BENEFIT: Completely dissolves in water
 BEST USE: Any washable container

Food rotation labels are available in four distinct adhesive options, each with 
unique benefits and uses.

Label Adhesives

DATEIT™

Removable: Mild label adhesive that can be removed without leaving residue
 KEY BENEFIT: Cost effective label that can be cleanly removed
 BEST USE: Washable or disposable containers and surfaces

Permanent: Strong label adhesive designed for permanent affixing to surfaces
 KEY BENEFIT: Most cost effective label
 BEST USE: Any disposable container or surface 

DuraPeel™: Plastic coated label that can be cleanly removed and won’t break 
down in water
 KEY BENEFIT: Can be removed before or after washing without leaving a residue
 BEST USE: Any washable container

DURAPEEL™
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Label Styles
Food rotation label styles can be broken down into two distinct categories.

Day of the Week: Labels are preprinted with a color coded day of the week
 KEY BENEFIT: Reduce the amount of writing necessary and easily identify prep  
 day or use by day
 BEST USE: Prepped items with 1-2 week shelf life

Generic: Labels are not preprinted with a specific day of the week
 KEY BENEFIT: Versatile labels that can be used for products with any shelf life
 BEST USE: Any product with a short or long shelf life where the date, not  
 specific day, is monitored
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Label dispensers help to streamline and organize label usage. Dispensers can be purchased with labels 
included as kits, or separately in styles that can accommodate many label sizes.

Dispensers

R1KIT

LL7R-1

D22KIT

LL7R-2

DISP1R-4

DISP1R-4



Cost savings is a typical, and acceptable, reason for using masking tape. But 
as shown below, the actual savings in real dollars is very little considering the 
risks like:  

 • Tape leaving a contaminating residue 
 • Illegible information on blank tape has much greater chance of being  
   misunderstood.  

Here is a simple cost breakdown between masking tape  
and two comparable label options.

   
          
          

Prices are for example purposes only.

$5.00 for a 180’ roll

Approximately 1,000 2" labels

$.005/label

$6.50 for 1000 labels

$.006/label

$36.50 for 7,000 labels

$.005/label

www.nationalchecking.com

Overcoming  
Masking Tape
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You’re now ready to provide the solutions that  
restaurant operators are already seeking.  
Food rotation labels are a great opportunity to help any restaurant save food and money.
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